
Fantastic Fusion Workshop Requirements  
FABRIC REQUIREMENTS  

In this workshop you will create a totally original, exciting and vibrant quilt using simple fusing 
techniques with hand dyed or batik fabrics.  Learn how to fuse fabrics and create a complex 
looking design easily with no sewing.  The only sewing in this quilt is in the quilting, which will 
be done after the workshop and will further enhance your unique quilt  

Combinations of hand-dyed or close weave fabrics, approximately 4.5m in total for a quilt 
approximately 150cm (60 inches) square.  These can be small scraps or fat quarters.  

Note: this quilt uses raw edge techniques so hand dyed or high thread count fabrics such as 
batiks are preferable because the dye penetrates the entire fabric.  Most commercially printed 
fabrics have white cut edges as the pattern is only printed on the top of the fabric and this can 
be distracting with this technique  

These requirements will make a quilt approximately 150cm (60 inches) square, so adjust 
quantities for different sizes.  

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS  

• 3m fusible web such as Bondaweb/Vliesofix/WonderUnder, 90cm wide. If only narrow 
type is available adjust quantities accordingly. All fabric will be fused to the fusible web 
so if you are making a larger quilt you will need to adjust your quantities 	

• Rotary cutter with sharp (preferably new) blade, mat (at least 12”) and ruler 	
• Sharp scissors – for paper and fabric 	
• Non-stick baking paper or applique mat, for example Goddess Sheet 	
• Optional but preferable – mini-iron and ironing mat (at least 12” square).  Also optional 

but useful are the combination cutting mat/ironing pads 	

The following will be required to finish the class, but not needed at a one-day workshop.  
Note:  Our AQG workshop is a one-day online workshop held in two evening sessions.	

• 150cm (60”) square of backing fabric or sized to match your quilt 	
• 130cm by 130cm (50” by 50”) square of batting or sized to match your quilt 	

Contact Lisa@dyedheaven.com for any questions 	


